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Abstract
Traditional image clustering systems are primarily
based on visual and/or textual features. Such algorithms commonly suffer from the problem of semantic
gap. General approach to overcome this problem is
to incorporate user feedback. However, data extracted
from certain domains like social networks, web-blogs
etc. is evolving in nature. In other words, data
collected from such domains over small period of time
interval exhibits high similarity over data instances
and features, which can be effectively used to optimize
data clustering since change in clustering is gradual.
In this paper, we propose EHCC (Evolutionary starstructured Heterogeneous Co-Clustering) algorithm for
image co-clustering. Our algorithm incorporates user
provided feedbacks over period of time to guide coclustering process. We incorporate user provided feedback in terms of image similarity logs over period of
time to augment relational matrix obtained from low
level features (color and textual features) extracted
from images. Through an iterative algorithm, we trifactorize new relational matrix to obtain image clusters.
Through extensive experiments on image data sets, we
demonstrate effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed
algorithm.
keywords: image, clustering, user, feedback, matrix,
factorization.
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Introduction

Rapid development in data acquisition technology
has resulted in the generation of large amounts of
multimedia data. Consequently, problem of image clustering has gained lot of attention because of extensive
applications in various domains like medical, criminal
suspect tracking, social media, etc. There has been
considerable work done on image clustering using lowlevel visual features. However, these approaches are
unable to translate visual features to a sematic level
leading to the problem of a semantic gap. To overcome
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this, relevance feedback mechanism was introduced to
guide the clustering process. In a typical feedback
mechanism, user marks few relevant images from the
image dataset. The system then utilizes the semantics
embedded in the feedback to guide the clustering
process.
Images extracted from certain domains like multimedia [1], biomedicine [9] [18] [28], web mining [19] [26],
etc. are evolving in nature. In such domains, data
collected over small period of time interval exhibits
high similarity over data instances and features. This
can be effectively used to optimize data clustering
since change in clustering is gradual [3]. For example,
in Figure 1, initially lion and elephant images were
clustered together as animals. However, over a period
of time, as more images are collected, we have sufficient
images to form separate clusters for images of lions and
elephants. Accordingly, the user would begin to notice
this difference and mark them in the feedback as well.
None of the current proposed algorithms [4] [10] [5]
take into account the passage of time and knowledge
that can be gained by observing data as it evolves.
Since, evolutionary clustering provides gradual change
in data clustering over period of time, it is more tolerant
to data noise. Chakrabarti et al. [3] and Chi et
al. [7] have shown incorporation of historic knowledge
improves the clustering accuracy. Wang et al. [25] have
shown that evolutionary clustering can be achieved by
combining low-rank matrix approximation methods and
matrix factorization based clustering. Recently, Green
et al. [12] proposed evolutionary spectral co-clustering
approach for evolutionary data.
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm designed
for co-clustering of evolving image data with user feedback. We project co-clustering of evolutionary image
data as an evolutionary star-structured heterogeneous
co-clustering problem in which we perform non-negative
matrix factorization over multiple time slices to handle
evolving image data with user feedbacks [20] [5] [4]
[10]. In order to perform co-clustering on evolutionary
heterogeneous data, it is necessary to augment current
data using historical data [3] [7] [12]. Then, we perform

Figure 1: Visualization of Evolutionary image dataset, showing separation of two clusters, namely African-lion and
African elephant images over period of time t0 to t6 which are initially clustered together as African animals

non-negative matrix factorization on the augmented
current data to infer image clustering [6] [20] [11] [15].
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Evolutionary Image
Co-clustering with User
Feedbacks

In the star-structured heterogeneous image data, at a
time step t, we represent data using relational matrices
with central image data type c connected to colorfeature data, texture-feature data and image-log data as
shown in Figure 2. We represent their relationship with
(c1)
the central data type using relational matrices Wt ,
(c2)
(c3)
Wt , and Wt respectively.
One of the challenges of evolutionary data is the
dynamic nature of the data. Over the period of time,
we may have a change in data size (change in number
of samples and features of data) as well as change in
the structure of data (change in number of clusters in
the data). Low rank approximation methods extract
correlation and then remove redundancy from data to
obtain sparse data. This helps to make the original data
mining algorithm computationally efficient on large
data sets. To integrate historic data into current data,
we make use of the family of Colibri methods [23]. First,
Colibri-S iteratively constructs optimized sub-space by
eliminating redundant columns. Colibri-D makes use
of sub-space calculated at time t to calculate sub-space
at time t-1. Since the change in graph between two
consecutive time steps is assumed to be reasonably
small, the overall edges effect between two time steps
are far too less. Hence, for dynamic data, once we

Figure 2: Visualization of Image data as Starstructured High-order Heterogeneous Data consisting
texture-feature, color-features and user-logs connected
to central data type, images

obtain initial sub-space using Colibri-S, we update subspace for modified data over period of time. This is
a faster method to update output matrix by sampling
and comparing sampled edges between two time steps t
and t-1. The output thus obtained is compatible with
respect to current data and is computationally efficient.
In the case, where historical data has less number of
instances and/or features, we determine differences in
instances and/or features between historical data and
current data, and insert those many instances and/or
features into historical data matrix. The inserted
instance or feature receives the average of the whole
matrix at current time step for each cell. So, we

apply low rank approximation to project original data
(ci)
ft (ci) ∈<nc ×ni to improve
Wt ∈<nc ×ni into subspace W
computational efficiency of the algorithm in both time
and space by hardly affecting the clustering accuracy.
Since, shape of data changes over the period of
time, we estimate number of clusters using six different
well known methods for cluster estimation. These
methods are Silhouettes [21], Davies-Bouldin index [8],
Calinski-Harabasz index [2], Krzanowski-Lai index [14],
Hartigan [13], and weighted inter-to intra-cluster ratio
with Homogeneity and Separation index [22]. The fact
that the data is gradually evolving, we make use of
cluster estimation on historical data to estimate number
of clusters in current data. The process is faster since we
need to estimate number of clusters closer to previously
estimated value only. We estimate number of clusters
using previously mentioned methods and use mode from
above estimation methods to decide number of clusters
in current data.
We define the overall cost function of EHCC (Evolutionary star-structured Heterogeneous Co-Clustering)
as the sum of snapshot quality and historical cost. We
solve this problem by maximizing the clustering quality
of the current snapshot and minimizing the historical
cost which provides clustering smoothness [3] [7] [25].
We propose the optimization equation for multiple time
ft (ci) ∈<nc ×ni for t={1, 2,...,
step data represented by, W
S} where is S is last time-step in data,

J = minL(c) ,M (ci) ,R(i) ≥0
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where α is trade off between historic data (historic
quality) and current data (snapshot quality), and 0
(c)
≤ α ≤ 1. Lt ∈<nc ×kc (row coefficient matrix) and
(i)
Rt ∈<ki ×ni (column coefficient matrix) are indicator
matrices representing soft-clustering for instances and
(ci)
features respectively and Mt ∈<kc ×ki (block value
matrix) is co-relation indicator matrix that represents
co-clustering relation between central data type and
each data type connected with central data type at time
step t [16] [27] [6]. We solve the above optimization
(c)
(i)
problem using an iterative solution to obtain LS , RS
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and MS [25] given by,
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Experiments and Results

The image data used in our experiments is chosen
from Corel-CDs, which contains 31,438 general-purpose
images from different catagories like animal, automobiles, hairstyles, waterfall, landscape, etc. For image
co-clustering, we represented each image in the form
of vector of 45 color features, 42 texture features [17]
[24]. The color features include color channels (RGB, 9
features, including mean, variance, and skewness of R,
G, and B channels), color histogram (CH, 12 features),
and color coherence vector (CCV, 24 features). Texture
features include Gabor wavelet based texture (Gab, 24
features), edge direction histogram (EDH, 9 features),
and edge direction coherence vector (EDCV, 9 features). We constructed two matrices, image-color and
image-texture representing color and textures features
respectively.
We selected 500 images from 5 different contents,
namely, African Lion, African Elephant, Sunsets, Bonsai, and Aviation. Some examples from each category
are shown in Figure 3. In the proposed relevance
feedback framework, we collect the users’ positive
feedback as samples to construct image-log matrix.
Through feedback, the images marked indicate that
they are similar to each other according to user’s
preference also called as a log. In the image-log matrix,
for every log, user marks 3-5 similar images from 20
images randomly selected from the image pool. Images
that are similar in a given log are marked 1, while the
rest of the entries for that log would be a zero.
We increase the number of logs per category over the
period of time t0 to t10 . We mark all clusters distinctly
with logs, so over a period of time, we expect more
tight intra-cluster association, and different clusters are
more distinctly identified. Then, we compare results
for evolutionary algorithm with two different values of
trade off factor α, which equal to 0.8 and 0.2. This
experiment also highlights algorithms ability of historic
knowledge.

them belong to the same cluster. Over a period of time
t0 to t7 , we marked them separately into two clusters.
The algorithm was successfully able to learn from the
evolving user feedback, and was able to group the lions
and the elephants into two different clusters eventually.

Figure 3: Image samples selected random from each
image category

Figure 5: Change in number of clusters over period
of time, for EHCC and HCC; and comparison of
performances of evolutionary algorithm with respect to
trade-of factor α

Figure 4: Comparison between evolutionary higher
order clustering algorithm (EHCC) and Static Higher
order clustering algorithm (HCC), and comparison of
performances of evolutionary algorithm with respect to
trade-of factor α

In Figure 4, we compare evolutionary with static
version of higher order co-clustering. As expected,
evolutionary algorithm produces more accurate results
than the static version of higher-order co-clustering
algorithm due to its ability to integrate historic knowledge. When we lowered the value of trade-off factor, i.e.
α = 0.3, we gave more importance to historical data,
leading to a lower clustering accuracy as expected.
Also, to evaluate whether the algorithm is able to
handle cluster evolution over period of time, initially
we marked African Lion and African Elephant to have

From Figure 5, we show that the algorithm is able
to adapt well to change in data. A new cluster, i.e.
5th cluster, is discovered at time-step t2 , even though
we have started marking 5th from time-step t1 . So, a
new cluster is not formed until we have enough number
of instances in the new cluster for a sufficient period
of time. For trade-off value α = 0.3, we gave more
importance for historical data, cluster change occurred
more gradually. Hence, the fifth image cluster was
detected one time-step later at t3 . In Figure 6, we
show the number of instances clustered into the 5th
cluster. We can observe that over a period time, the
5th cluster becomes more prominent. As shown earlier,
when we lower the trade-off value, as a result of giving
more importance to hisorical data, the algorithm is
more focused on the past, and is unable to adapt to
the change.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we present evolutionary higher-order
co-clustering algorithm for image clustering. We integrate user feedback in terms of similarity logs to
perform higher-order co-clustering on low level features
extracted from images. We integrate user feedback
over period of time to augment current data matrix,
then perform higher order non-negative matrix factor-
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Figure 6: Number of instances in 5th cluster over
period of time, for EHCC and HCC; and comparison
of performances of evolutionary algorithm with respect
to trade-of factor α
ization to obtain co-clustering at current time-step.
Empirically, we show effectiveness of our algorithm
for handling evolutionary data, and its stability in
clustering than a static approach.
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